Charming
Comfortable
Casual

The cushion is filled with a comfortable blend-down filling, has a structural inner form, and is attached to a wire base that provides a slight angle. Research has shown that sitting with the hips above the knees restores gravitational equilibrium and provides longer comfort. Lo can be used solo for quiet moments of deep concentration or grouped around a coffee table for spirited, informal discussions.

Lo Options

Cushion
A structural inner form is surrounded with blend-down filling. The cushion can be upholstered in any Keilhauer textile or leather.

Wire base
Available in any standard Keilhauer powder coat color, or in Polished Chrome.

14100
Lo Cushion
W 31" D 25" H 15" SH 11"
Le 14100
Cushion upholstered in Vicolo Shield, base in Chrome.

Sys 10671
114 x 44" meeting table, top in Grey laminate, base in Polished Aluminum.
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